
Mount Pearl Tennis Club Meeting Minutes – February 28  th   2016 6:30pm

In attendance: Dustin Cole, Meagan Condon, Thomas Hawkins 

Regrets: Mark Spurrell, Stefan Jones, Mary Spurrell

The City has asked that we do a training course for a new AED machine that is being
installed at the tennis club. Dustin, Meagan, Thomas, Stephanie Scwartz and Lenny 
French completed an hour course to become familiar with the machine. First Aid 
training needs to be up to date to be certified to use the machine. Scott Thistle of 
First Response Supply Inc completed our training at the tennis club along with two 
committee members from The Softball Association.

After the training Dustin, Meagan and Thomas met for the monthly meeting.

Dustin has sent the list of requirements to the City for the repairs to the facility that 
we discussed at the last meeting. Dustin still has not heard back on what is officially
being completed.

The town of Conception Bay South is still interested in us co-hosting the tennis 
section of the summer games this year. However we only have 3 of the 4 courts that
they require. Dustin is going to meet with both the city of Mount Pearl and CBS to 
see if there is something that can be worked out.

We discussed the policy of Rentals for the facility. Thomas has said he would be 
interested in taking over Mary’s position when she retires in June. Dustin also 
recommends that we ask the renters to remove all recycling and beer bottles from 
each rental or the $50 deposit not be refunded. 

Thomas is looking into better equipment and technology to stream live tennis 
matches this summer. Meagan will look into what our upload speed and bandwidth 
are to see if it can be done. All depending on cost of equipment as well.

Thomas stated that the Sport Alliance ticket draw will be in August.  They are also 
having BINGO again in May/June. Youth Week is May 8-14th and their AGM will be 
early April. Dustin has submitted the Sport Alliance grant.

Thomas suggested that we have Registration again at the end of May 28-29. 

Stephanie and Lenny may be interested in returning to coach this summer. Noah 
Gibson is interested but unsure if he will be available. 

Meeting Adjourned at 7:25pm


